Abstract-We present a language-independent spell-checker that is based on an enhancement of the n-gram model. The spell checker is proposing correction suggestions by selecting the most promising candidates from a ranked list of correction candidates that is derived based on n-gram statistics and lexical resources. Besides motivating and describing the developed techniques, we briefly discuss the use of the proposed approach in an application for keyword-and semantic-based search support. In addition, the proposed tool was compared with state-of-the-art spelling correction approaches. The evaluation showed that it outperforms the other methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
HE problem of devising algorithms and techniques to automatically correct words in texts has become a perennial research challenge. Work began as early as the 1960s on computer techniques for automatic spelling correction and automatic text recognition, and it has continued up to the present. There are good reasons for the continuing research efforts in this area in order to improve quality and performance and to broaden the spectrum of possible applications [1] . For example, even though system programs (language processors, operating systems, etc.) have become increasingly powerful and sophisticated, they do not assist the user (with very few exceptions) in correcting many of the obvious spelling errors in the source input. There are two types of word errors, the real-word error and the non-word error. Real-word errors are misspelled words that have a meaning and can be found in a dictionary. Non-word errors are words that have no meaning and are thus not included in a dictionary. We concentrate on the correction of the non-word error with the proposed algorithm. Damerau (1964) found that 80% of misspelled words that are non-word errors are the result of a single insertion, deletion, substitution or transposition of letters [2] . Therefore, it seems reasonable to base correction algorithms on measures that consider these simple operations. However, approaches based on pure n- gram statistics (which account for these operations implicitly) have also proven to provide good performance [1, 15] .
In this paper, we propose an approach that is based on an enhancement of the n-gram model. Therefore, we first discuss briefly, related work on spelling correction in Section 2. Afterwards, we describe, in detail, in Section 3 our spell checking approach MultiSpell. In Section 4, we present an evaluation based on benchmark data sets in the English and Portuguese language and conclude with a brief discussion.
II. APPROACHES OF SOME SPELL CHECKERS
Algorithmic techniques for detecting and correcting spelling errors in text have a long and robust history in computer science [1] . Many approaches have been applied since people started to deal with this problem. Different techniques like edit distance [4] , rule-based techniques [10] , n-grams [20] , probabilistic techniques [14] , neural nets [15] , similarity key techniques [16, 17] and noisy channel model [18, 19] have been proposed. All of these are based on the idea of calculating the similarity between the misspelled word and the words contained in a dictionary. In the following, we describe briefly one of the most popular approaches (Aspell) and one recently proposed approach for the Portuguese language (TST) [13] that we used for comparison.
GNU Aspell, usually called just Aspell, is a standard spellcheck software for the GNU software system. There are dictionaries for about 70 languages available. GNU Aspell is a Free and Open Source and can be downloaded under http://aspell.sourceforge.net/. In contrast to Ispell, which suggests words with small edit-distance, Aspell in addition compares sounds-like equivalents (computed for English words using the metaphone algorithm [21] ) up to a given edit distance.
The Ternary Search Trees [13] approach (TST) is a dictionary data structure working with string-keys. It can find, remove and add these keys quickly and also easily search the tree for partial matches. Additionally, near-match functions can be implemented. These give the possibility to suggest alternatives for misspelled words.
For a more conclusive overview of spell-check approaches see [1, 15] .
III. AN ALGORITHM BASED ON N-GRAM STATISTICS: MULTISPELL
The algorithm we propose, in the following, is a languageindependent spell-checker that is based on an enhancement of the n-gram model. It is able to detect the correction suggestions by assigning weights to a list of possible correction candidates, based on n-gram statistics and lexical resources, in order to detect the non-word errors and to derive correction candidates. In the following, we describe first of all the lexical re-source we used (MultiWordNet) and then in detail the proposed MultiSpell algorithm.
A. Lexical Resources
Lexical resources provide linguistic information about words of natural languages. This information can be represented in very diverse data structures, from simple lists to complex resources with many types of linguistic information and relations associated with the entries stored in the resource.
These resources are used for preparing, processing and managing linguistic information and knowledge needed for the computational processing of natural language [3] . An example of such large scale lexical resources is given by linguistic ontologies that cover many words of a language and have a hierarchical structure based on the relationship between concepts.
We propose to use these dictionaries, and especially MultiWordNet [6] , the most important lexical resource available. It covers nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs. For our purpose, we use the words provided (~80000 entries for the English language) from this resource to correct the misspelled word. Therefore, we extracted all words contained in it with all its linguistic relationships.
B. Computing Similarity Scores Based on N-Grams
The idea of using n-grams in language processing was discussed first by Shannon [8] . After this initial work, the idea of using n-grams has been applied to many problems such as word prediction, spelling correction, speech recognition, translated word correction and string searching. One main advantage of the n-gram method is that it is language independent.
In a spelling correction task, an n-gram is a sequence of n letters in a word or a string. The n-gram model can be used to compute the similarity between two strings, by counting the number of similar n-grams they share. The more similar ngrams between two strings exist the more similar they are. Based on this idea the similarity coefficient [9] can be derived.
The similarity coefficient δ is defined by the following equation:
where α and β are the n-gram sets for two words a and b to be compared. |α ∩ β | denotes the number of similar n-grams in α and β , and |α ∪ β | denotes the number of unique ngrams in the union of α and β. Table I shows an example for the calculation of the similarity coefficient for the misspelled word "secceeded" and the correct word "succeeded" using an n-gram with n=2 (bigram). 
bi-grams union
succeeded secceeded
C. Revised N-Gram Based Approach
Yannakoudakis and Fawthrop [10] found that in most cases the first letter in the misspelled word is almost always correct and also the misspelled and real word will be either the same length or the length differs just by one. For some examples, we like to refer the reader to the list of commonly misspelled words in English published in [12] . Furthermore, the pure ngram based approach to compute the similarity coefficient as described above, does not consider the order of the n-grams [22] . This might, however, be important since typing or misspelling errors usually affect only a specific part of the word. Therefore, we revised the computation of a similarity between words to take these two aspects into account.
In the following, we describe our algorithm for 2 = n (bigrams) for simplicity. However, the approach can be applied for trigrams and n-grams with 3 > n as well. We define bigrams of words by their respective position in the word
where i defines the position of the first letter
the position of the last letter of the considered n-gram. Thus, the last possible position of an n-gram in a word is defined by 1
, where | | w defines the length of the word.
In order to consider the findings of Yannakoudakis and Fawthrop as mentioned above, we replace the first and the last n-gram by the first and the last letter of the respective words. Thus, when computing the similarity score these elements are compared directly, independent of the remaining n-grams between them.
In order to deal with the second aspect mentioned above, we define a window of n-grams of the correction candidate words that should be compared, i.e. while in Eq. (1) all ngrams are compared with each other, we only compare ngrams that are in close proximity to the position of the n-gram in the word to be corrected when computing the similarity score. An example is given in Fig. 1 , where w′ defines the misspelled word and w a correction candidate. Here, the ngram 5 , 4 ' w of ' w will only be compared to the n-grams Overall, the computation of the similarity score S for a given n-gram size n and a given odd-numbered window size m can be defined as follows, assuming that u is the longer word (if v is longer than u and v can simply be exchanged):
where
compares the first and ) , (
the last characters of the words u and v and the nested sum counts the number of n-grams in v that are similar to n-grams in a window of size m around the same position in word v . N is computed similarly as in Eq. (1). In Fig. 2 the specific cases that have to be considered when computing the similarity score S are summarized.
D. The MultiSpell Algorithm
The first stage of the MultiSpell algorithm is to compare the keywords given from the user with the correct words contained in the dictionary. First of all, we check based on the used dictionary (here, based on the words extracted from MultiWordNet) if the word is misspelled. If this is the case, the algorithm builds n-grams for the misspelled word. Then we select correction candidates from the dictionary. In order to keep the number of correction candidates as small as possible, we select only words as candidates that are two charters shorter or longer than the misspelled word. This is motivated by the work of Turba [11] , who has shown that most misspelled words differ in length only by one character from the correct word.
For the selected words the n-grams are computed and the similarity score is computed according to Eq. (2). The correction candidates can then be simply sorted by the obtained similarity score and the word with the highest score is proposed as the best correction candidate. 
E. Spelling Correction for Keyword-and Semantic-based Search Support
MultiSpell has been also integrated as a pre-processing approach in the Sense Folder Framework [25] . It can be applied to queries and documents, in order to support users during keyword-based and semantic-based search. The first is an important task for retrieving the relevant documents related to the query identifying the misspelled words and correct them for a correct interpretation [23] (see also Fig. 3 ). The second is specifically trying to improve the semantic search process [24] ; therefore several problems have to be addressed, before the semantic classification of documents is started. When users mistype the query in writing, the system has to be able to give correction alternatives to continue the semantic-based search.
The semantic-based search differs from the "normal" search, because users are "redirected" to semantic concepts that could describe their query. This semantic support is provided in the user interface. On the left side of the user interface (see Fig. 4 ) suggestions are generated by MultiSpell and presented to the user for starting the semantic-based search.
In this case, the use of Multispell is mostly helpful, not only because it performs an efficient correction (as shown in Fig. 3 ), but also because it can "redirect" the user to a semantic search (see Fig. 4 ). Thus, if the user types a word that is not contained in the lexical resource used, the system can suggest other "similar" words according to the words found in the resource. Then, a semantic classification is started using the words selected by the user. 
IV. COMPARISON AND EVALUATION OF RESULTS
In the following, we show results of some experiments done for the English and Portuguese language. The first evaluation was done on the whole English commonly misspelled word list provided in [12] . Afterwards, we compared the results of our spell checker MultiSpell with the results of the TST approach (in one experiment, for the Portuguese language) and of the Aspell approach (in two experiments, for the Portuguese and the English language), showing that the proposed approach always achieved the best results.
For the first evaluation, we used the whole list of commonly misspelled words in English consisting of 3975 words as published in [12] . This list of common spelling mistakes is represented by a table consisting of two columns. The first one shows the misspelled word, the second the correct spelling. For the evaluations, we only considered the correction words that were ranked as best correction word, i.e., even if the second word would have been the correct candidate, this was counted as a wrong correction. We first used all misspelled words of the list, using the bigram case and just the first candidate correction. MultiSpell corrected 3334 misspelled words (84%) and failed for 641 misspelled words (16%) although it provided similar corrections in many cases. For example the word advice was suggested instead of advised for the misspelled word advised. Another example is the provided correction algebraically instead of algebraic for the misspelled word algebraical (see Table V in the Appendix). These suggestions were classified as wrong in our approach, even though they belong to the same word sense. Second, we used trigrams. This showed lower performance and efficiency. MultiSpell corrected 2900 words (73%) and failed for 1075 (27%) as shown in Table II .
A. Evaluation of English Spelling Correction
For the second evaluation, we randomly selected a set of only 120 misspelled words obtained from Wikipedia [12] and not the whole list. All error types and starting letters of the words were taken into account. We compared MultiSpell with Aspell, MicrosoftWord, and Google. Since Aspell provides a list of candidate corrections we took just the first candidate from the list assuming that the first candidate is the most likely one proposed by the algorithm. MicrosoftWord and Google provided only one correction candidate. Table III and Table V (in the Appendix) show that MultiSpell finds the correct spelling for 109 words (90%). In comparison, Google can correct 106 (88%) words, while Aspell and MicrosoftWord 105 words (87.5%). MultiSpell detected 6 of 16 of the multiple correction words (which have more than one possible correction), but it doesn't fail to provide at least one correct suggestion. Aspell detected just two of the multiple corrections and it failed just one time to provide a suggestion for one of the multiple corrections. 
B. Evaluation of Portuguese Spelling Correction
The last evaluation was done for the Portuguese language. Bruno and Mário [13] implemented an algorithm using Ternary Search Trees (TST). The authors show experiments in correcting a list of some Portuguese words and comparing their results with Aspell. Here we compared MultiSpell on the whole list (120 Portuguese words) available from their experiments explained in [13] , applying our algorithm and comparing it with the Aspell and TST algorithm. Given that MultiWordNet does not provide any Portuguese word senses, we used the dictionary made available from [13] comparing the approaches. Our algorithm succeeded to correct 97 misspelled words (80%), TST succeeded to correct 78 misspelled words (65%) and Aspell succeeded to correct 65 misspelled words (54%) as shown in Table IV and Table VI (in the Appendix).
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we proposed a language-independent spellchecker that is based on an enhancement of a pure n-gram based model. Furthermore, we presented evaluations on English and Portuguese benchmark data sets of misspelled words. The obtained results outperformed other state-of-theart methods. In future work, we plan to further optimize the algorithm and data structure used to compute the similarity scores. Furthermore, the algorithm should be tested on data sets for other languages. 
APPENDIX: EVALUATION TABLES FOR ENGLISH AND PORTUGUESE

